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the intellij idea ultimate 2018.1.4 release candidate is now available! download the latest build from our website, via the toolbox app, upgrade to it from inside the ide, or use snaps for ubuntu. after a long wait, v.2020.2 has been released! while you can already download and use the new build, we recommend to wait for our eap to end on friday.
meanwhile, you can read on for a short overview of the new features and changes. release candidate 2020.2 has been released! this build contains critical fixes and updates that make your intellij experience better. we are in the final stretch for 2020.2, and you can we are happy to announce the release of intellij idea ultimate 2018.1.4! we have a lot

of new features and improvements to share with you today. we hope youll enjoy them! you can download intellij idea ultimate 2018.4 from our website, via the toolbox app, upgrade to it from inside the ide, or use snap packages for ubuntu. build number in the ide build number is now displayed for 32-bit and 64-bit versions of the ide. starting with
intellij idea ultimate 2018.4, when you build the ide, intellij build number is now displayed in build number format on the ide window. you can also easily find it in the about dialog and in the menu bar. the intellij build number can be displayed in build number format on intellij idea ultimate 2018.1.3 is here! the first eap build is out! this is the last build

of the eap period, so we encourage you to share your feedback, either in the comments or by using the product feedback tool. you can download the latest intellij idea ultimate build from our website, via the toolbox app, or by using snaps for ubuntu. if you like intellij idea, please consider becoming a regular patron.
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if you use the intellij idea for java, python or ruby, we can recommend the video tutorials in our free training course. the intellij idea video tutorials have been developed over the last years to help new users to get started. use the intellij idea training videos to learn the intellij idea features and workflows from the beginner to the expert. sylvain
corberge, the inventor of intellij idea, introduced the concept of so called project-centric development. the name comes from the fact that you dont just use the ide for developing, but also for building, debugging, testing, deploying and running applications. this approach delivers the best of both worlds: the power of a full-fledged ide but at a very low

cost. we have built intellij idea from the ground up around this new idea, which includes an all-new architecture and most of the new features in the ide. one of the main goals of intellij idea is to provide a general purpose ide for all kinds of development. one of the main features that distinguishes it from other ides is the ability to develop using multiple
languages, such as java, javascript and python. another common feature is the support for version control, which is highly popular among professional developers. although the first versions of intellij idea only supported java development, over the years it has branched out and many languages have been added. the most common ones are: c++, c#,
php, python, ruby, groovy, javascript, and even html, css and xml. the intellij idea community edition supports java 8, which is a major milestone in the evolution of java. as this is the first java version that is freely available and supported by the openjdk, it is important to make developers aware of what this means for the future of the language. other

major intellij idea 21 new features include: kotlin support, cross-language editing, python/ruby support and more. 5ec8ef588b
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